Camp us Controversy to be Ref lected
In Forthcoming StirG Elections

On March 13 or 15 ( according to the discretion of President Miller) Student Government elections
for the offices of President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer, Social Chairman, and U.S.N.SA.
Co-ordinator will occur.. A campaign rally at which candidates may present their platforms and/or. an. .
swer questions will take place on March 11.
The parties running are the Party of Experience the Other Party and the Surprise Party. There are
¦-•, • .
three independent candidates.
Y
. - .

Convocation Explores
Proble ms of Religion

by Laurance Angela
The 1963 Religious Convocation commenced with the All-College
Assembly held in Lorimer Chapel last Monday. Monsignor Francis
J. Lally viewed the religious situation in America in the keynote address entitled AMERICA : A RELIGIOUS MELTING POT?
Distinguished between religious leveling and nationalization , Monsignor Lally introduced the concept of "Three Melting Pots," Jewish,

Professor )? V. McCoy
Xo Retire from Golby

The retirement of a veterarT member of the Golby College faculty?,
Professor Franklin McCoy, was announced here today by President
Robert E. L. Strider . Chairman of: the department ofymodem languages of the Colby Summer School of languages, Professor McCoy
will complete-33 years of teaching at the college this June. In addition ,to his administrative duties, he has taught German throughout

Catholic, and Protestant. As the
immigrating religious strains lost
their former cultural traits and
assumed the American - Role, they
were forced to settle "individual differences within their respective reli gions. Each has undergone certain
rel igious transformations ; divisions,
mergers, and organization's can be
found throughout American , religious history. This -sifting o'f ideas
has produced a Catholic, a Protestant , and a Jew who are distinctly
American.
The Monsignor stated that present tensions 'between religious
groups in America are . usually nontheological ; they most often stem
from past situations. The Protestants are charged with feelings of
pride in being the c 'first Americans". The Catholic, who is considered overly organized , found need
for organization, in tie late 19th
and' early 20th centuries, years of

great anti-Catholic feeling. Jews,
charged with over-sensitivity, find
justification for their sensitivity as
late in history as Nazi Germany.
A's American civilization moves
away from these historical causes ,
their effects will diminish and ,
hopefully, disappear.
From the . American religions has
sprun g a "moral common denominator," as amalgam of such concepts
as the dignity of man and the golden rule, sometimes referred to as
the "American Way ". Will this
American moral consensus eventually take the place of religion ? Apparently not ,- since these values exist . in a vacuum , unles s supported
by religion. They must take their
force from religion , the Monsignor
concluded , a force which is "beyond
the reach of men ".
REV. SLEEPER'S DISCUSSION
;The discussion at the TauYDelta
Continued on Page Seven

The Party of Experience consists
of President , Steve Schoeman ; Vic©
;
President , Ken Nye ; Secretary,
Cece Sewall ; Treasurer , Jack Locfcwood; Social Chairman , Bob Furek,
and TJ.S.N.S.A. co-ordinator, Diclr
Geltinan.
i
Candidates of the Other Party
are : President , Dick Pious ; Secret
tary, Annette Peterson ; Social
Chairman , Paul Strong ; and U.S.1
N.S.A. Co-ordinator , Peter Cooper,
The Surprise Party ticket is made
up of: President ,' Dick Robbat ; Vice
President , Ken Palmer ; Secretary,
Sue Ellsworth ; and Treasurer , Dave
Sveden.
Candidates running independently
are : Bob Dyer for Treasurer ; Don
Gilbert for Social Chairman ; and
¦
Peter Hart for Social Chairman. ¦
Tho platforms of these parties and
candidates are on page 5. •.

.New Women's.
Judiciary Board ,
Is Installed

Iris Colby career and. has 'been direc' tor of class and examination schedules for the " college. - .
1 He will continue for the present
The Women 's Judicial Board for
as director of the Summer School
1963
has been elected by the wo.
of languages.
men's student body. The,- board in*
"Professor McCoy has given yeoman service . to Oolby College,"
eludes : juniors , Annette Petersonj
President Strider said. "In the 33
Cece Sewall, Sherry Worthly ; soph-f
years of his' chairmanship, the deom ores , Anna Owens , Callie Kelleyj
partment of modern, languages has
Hobie Gilson ; freshmen, Sandy;
expanded and developed along sound
Shaw , Natalie Bowerman , and Di^
professional . lines'.- ¦ The Summer
i
ane
Van Wyck .
School of languages j which he has
directed from its founding in 1948,
It is the duty of the Board to conT
and which , we are glad to say, Protinually evaluate the Colby Systenj
fessor McCoy has consented to dirunder which the women live. It i6
ect in the coming summer, is- recthe nucleus of the Rules Revision
ognizecLas one of the leading schools ,
On Wednesday, February 27 , Colby College celebrated her 150th Committee presently in session. All
Professor McCoy
of . its,'kind_ for language study at
Anniversary with a Sesquicentennial assembly. Chaplain Osborn women with suggested revisions for
the undergraduate level. As director
R us sian , Spanish, .ana Portugese opened the assembly with an invocation which was followed by the the present system are encouraged
of schedules he has annually perhave been added. Language labora- glee club singing "O Clap Your Hands." President Strider gave spe- to come to the meetings of this com-formed the miracle of. arrang ing
tories and the use of tape , recordclasses aw| examinations into a pro- ers were introduced here in the cial mention to some of the guests attending the celebration and in- mittee and participate in drawing
up a referendum to be presented to
gram that custumarily achieves a summer of 1948.
troduced Governor Reed. The governor extended the greetings of the
•
Student League.
and~a
maximinimum of confusion
_mmimmmmi^mmmmm?m4
stafco and his own personal congrat- W
mum of efficiency.
ulations and best wishes to .the .col- 1 The Colby Echo wishes to g
The second function of the Board
"We are all glad that Professor
lege. Mayor Joly followed conveying
is
to review and make decisions up-j oin the rest of the campus in j
and Mrs. McCoy, who has been his
congratulations from the citizens of I
on
serious • violations of . the Sys1I extending sympathy to the
active associate in the management
Waterville. "For 150 years Colhy
tem.
In this function they are asr
members of Zeta Psi upon tho j
of the summer program, will conand Waterville have been partners, |
recent loss of their house H sisted by the individual dorm countinue to make their home in Waterfriends , and associates. They have |
I
mother, Mrs. Ruth Maxwell. ^ g cils which havo taken place of the
,
ville , and that We will have the
helped each other and grown toformer inter-dorm system.
benefit riot only of association with
gether . . . Colby faculty and stuDr.
Irving
Steinberg,
assistant
them but of their wise counsel as
professor , of physics . at Smith Col- den'ts have helped, to make Waterwell."
ville a fino place to live and tho colA graduate of Princeton Universi- lege will deliver the fourth Gabriel- lege is a major asset to the city.
"
ty and a native of Sussex, "N. J. son Lecture of the 1962-63 series. Next on the program was J. WesProfessor McCoy camo to Colby in His .lecture, "Science and Govern- ley Milter presenting to President
1930,. as chairman of • the depart- mental Information Policy '', will be Strider a sheet of ' Sesquicentennial
ment with tho rank of associate pro- delivered' in Given Auditorium on stickers ¦ which ' aro being sold, to
fessor. Ho was promoted to full pro- Thursday March 14. •- .
raise ,money for the - Ford Fund
fo's'sor in 1042 and has been director
Dr. Steinberg, a graduate of" the Drive.
of the Summer School of languages University of North Carolina and
The first of the main speeches was
since its founding in 1948.
Yale, has taught at the Stovens *Ins- presented by Dean Ernest Marriner
Following a year at Harvard Uni- titute of Technology (195.-1964), who has .served as College Librarian ,
versity, , fro m -CvliioU ho; received his and the University of Massachusetts EnglishYProfossor, Doan o'f Men and
master'«s ,i}filpgreo ini ^1923, Professor
is presently College Historian . Dpa'h
Continued on Page Ton
McCoy 1 stymied In Qermany ^..recipMarriner began - with a definition of
ient^ o'f an Qtyondorfor , If bllo.wship
history as ' "tho record of the " presawarded by YNow "Ebrk , Uniyorsity.
ent with a view toward its developHe has also demo graduate,;,Wjj>rk at
ment from the past so views from
tho University . of iZun^h (Svitzorthe past can ", ho applied , to its fuland), at: thi. lUniversityYof; Munich
ture oourBo. " Although thoro may
(Germany),„ arid , at .the ...Frank'fort'bo 1 parts of tho past best forgotten
on-the-JVlain (Germany).
(6 a.m. chapel , for instance) tho
The- department of modern lanpast does have hints for the future. J UDICIAL BOARD -- back row, L. to R. Robbie Gilson, Anna
guages at Golby has experienced maThe remainder .of the looturo onnu- Owens, Sqndi Shdui, Annette Peterson , Dia ne Vap Wyck, Sherry
jor changes , during , Professor Mcmorated these lessons , of the , past
Worthley; front row — Cece Sewait, J ean. Martin , Gallic Kelley;
Coy 's chairmanship. Tho "total
from which' Colby must learn and
'
course onroUmoiiit h p , doubled to ii
contained! much history of the' ool- ton. years however , the two depart- name voluntarily in honor of a man
figure i ;' ourron|tly' ''. iii excess 1 of 900 ;
legeYaJs !w«ll i as advice dud , prodio- ments woro under a single adminis- whoso generosity^ -had "saved; the
the "number, of stuftents'majorihg. in
titiha for the future. ' yY 'Y '; .
tration and the theology school was sqhoqlV, When Mary how entered
tho department, has, , tri plod; jumpThe history, of tho college teaohos subordinated' to "the ljbrary.y 'fWhpn Colby. ' as ' 'the; only woman among
7
ing to tho prqsoht total of 110 j arid
[tlio irievitebj lityy of change;:- that! tho cultural ' biimatbyoiian^6d'.;fli.ij ld .'ffc IPO mon students, the college au-

CoWy Celebrates 150th
Charter Anniversary

Pr. Steinberg
To Deliver ¦- ¦
Gabe Lecture

tho .faoiil.y in tho departmentYhafl
grown from ' t]iroe,'inerhborsV<th> year
prior, to his aptfpihfcrtient;, to fifteen.
In lOSO, the , collage offered only
Gorman and French. In recent years
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Melvin S. Stienberg

projjrosd comes from tip.' willingness
to accept "change. Originally Oolby
was a school for i tlio training of Baptist ministers and consisted of two
independent departments.' ' Within

boohme,- necessary for a. mmistoir to
have ' a " background in liberal arts,
tlio early trustees of the college, recognized tho wisdom of change. '! Later the school was to change its

thorities ' again . recognised the changing ¦¦times , iand progressed to a coordinated school , and laker , to a cor
educational institution . ' When it
Continued on Pago Nino

Editorials:
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Letters to Editor

Do We Want A Bookstore,
¦ ¦ ¦¦ Or Not? ' ' ? :.
. •:
.

Contrary to rumors which have been floating around campus, the
administration has not made a final decision on whether or not the
"bookstore" is to be moved from its present location in the Spa to the
main .lounge area in Roberts Union. This proposal has received a lot
6f discussion on the administrative and faculty level and in general
^
the feeling seems to be that the move should be made, hopefully in
the near future.
The tremendous need for an adequate bookstore has been amply
expressed in the past year or two by Student Government, the ECHO,
members of the faculty, visitors to the school, and by innumerable students. Two objections have been raised to this proposed move....The
first concerns the fact that the Roberts Union lounge is often used
for ceremonial or special events iii whicfirlarge numbers of visitors
and guests of one sort or another are on campus. The second objection is that the location of Roberts Union on campus would make it
extremely inconvenient to get to the bookstore, especially from the
women's dorms. There is certainly some degree of truth in both of
these points, but they are dwarfed , really, by the extent and urgency
of Colby's need for something we can call a Bookstore in any real
sense of the word. The ceremonial events can be moved elsewhere
(there are other locations where they can be held) , and students won't
really suffer irremediably from exposure to the extra 150 yard of
^faine winter between the Library and the Union. Also, in .view of
the fact that we are not going to get a combined bookstore-spa-post
office for quite a while, the necessity for making this move is thus
that much more urgent.
In view of all the furor which has been raised in the last year about
a hew bookstore; the absence of comment on the part of the student
body to the President's proposal is really rather surprising. If it isn't
a good idea, someone should say so, and if it is what it appears to be
— a tremendous opportunity to get something that simply should
not be put off any longer , then why won't the student" body let the administration and faculty know how much we want this bookstore. "" ¦
*

¦

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
j
Business Manager. Must be ;
capable , personable and aggressive. To be paid for servies in
kind. Contact any member of the
Colby Eight (Ben Beaver — ;
A.T.O.) for an interview appoint- ;
'
ment.
i
i

I

I

¦

?
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J Tlie Echo wishes to apologize i
|for indicating that the eight !
[ freshmen hikers failed in their
| attempt to walk fifty miles to
Bowdoin. On the contrary , all
the boys but one mado the trip
successfully; truly a credit to
J.F.K.I
;

MAT

, 15 1?
'< M R.

PAPP ?

In order to mark Colby 's 150th
birthday and to make a positive
contribution to the College's
growth , Student Government ha?
authorized the publication of
Colby Sesquicentennial Souvenir
Sheets of stickers, the proceeds
from the sale of which will be
donated by Student Government
to the Ford Fulfillment Challenge Fund Campaign .
Student Government is making
those sheets available on campus
at Si apiece, or in quantity at
75c- apiece for five or more, or
soc apiece for 10 or mora. In
addition , as special services for
philatelists , Student Government
is holding aside a limited number
of low numbered sheets which
will be sold individually oil a
first come, first served basis (at
the regular $1 per sheet price)
and , on February 27, Student
Government will issue first day
covers at 250 apiece.

LETTER TO EDITO R
somewhere just as plain, as a wiseTo the Editor :
crack or a joke." As with veteran
In
a
recent
article
you
suggested
Viktor
Frankl,-:!hope the students
TO THE EDITOR
that
parents
should
be
aware
of
will
make
the change to attend _to
"Your "Campus Comment" of Feb_
the
lack
of
interest
that
students
Steinberg.
ruary 15 raises some interesting
D. Gr. Bridgeman
questions and contains several im- have for the "Jan Plan". You went
on
to
state
that
a
good
portion
of
History
portant criticisms, "of the January
the
students
w
aste
time;
during
this
..
Program. On the whole, -however ,
and admittedly from the view-point month of non-regimented study and
of a parent who has had the oppor- imply that parents should "bring
tunity to observe the Program in pressure to_ bear on the college to
Y YY?Y "
only the most limited way, I would end the program.
"with , the impression ^Ott l^:^
I
was
left
say your article is unjustified. We
have only been ,able to see the ef- that you hold the college fesppnsi-;
in-teres't
forts of our own son; and ."have ble' for the lack of .student
"y- ' „¦- ";::A>- ' ~
;
-.
in
-thef
Plan
'.JJaa
"
.
.
heard of the activities of several of
. --. by Paul Strong
^ of
his friends. We happen to think May I suggest, as a parent, that - "Hiroshima, MonyAmour^ 'one
perhaps
the-parents
of
the-students
that the Program was extremely
the most outstanding movies of the
are responsible for the pfogranr be- last decade will be presented by
successful in these cases.
,
Not 'only did our son learn about ing a failure, if it is. : The habits nil Film Directions' in Given Auditorian appropriate subject in depth , but motivation . and of diligence are most um on Sunday eyehingj March 10,
lie investigated it entirely on his probably developed long before a at 7 :30 p.m. ,'Pull,Y__ yYpaisy', will
"
own and gained an experience I've student enters college ; are. devel- be showhy as the accompanying ,
oped
from
the
efforts
of
the. parent '
¦
¦
been waiting for him" up to this
short. "" ¦: -. 'Y > Y - •' ' .
and
perhaps
the
grade
school
time to attain ; the completely inde"Hiroshima" is a French export* "" ¦¦ ¦ ' •¦- ¦'¦¦' - ' ¦ y
-.
y
pendent organization of research teacher. '
(English' titles),^ directed by Alain
At college _ age, you men and wor
and a report on a difficult topic.
Resnaisy .the controversial director
This is something I find missing in men can no longer expect -to have of "Last ,Year at J_Carienbad.- ,_ /'Hi"
'
college these days as compared with knowledge spoon-fed to you. What roshima" is the "Romeo and Juliet"
you
get
out
of
college
will
be decidthe college of my day. There seems
"college. of an age . -which finds its order
ed
by
yourselves
not
the
,
to be a feeling of urgency to have
threatened by atomic disaster. : In
the student cover as much territory Manyj great Universities in Europe, the affair between a French actress
as possible ; so many new discover- and some in this country have a -and a Japanese architect • •we • find
'
ies ; ' so many new fields to con- continuou&Y 'Jan Plan".
two people, as dissimilar as possiThe teachers couldn't care less'if ble geographically, racially and'polquer. There isn't time to stop and
students come to class or not. Stu- itically, in the throes of loveYTheiif
do any one thing thoroughly.
dents become adults in a hurry un- love recalls the- earlier love the acOn the other hand, I do think der thisfsystem or flunk-put. "
tress had for a German soldier durseveral points you made were exIf the "Jan Plan " is a failure, ing the war in Nevers. Out of the
,
tern ely well-taken. The cramped blame yourselves, not the faculty
s
rubble
of
Hiroshima " these two
first semester ! Very true. Our son .or -the College.
\
nameless, figures sug'gest the uniwas handicapped severely. He. had
7-1
A
Parent.
versality - of - human experience.
five stiff courses, with exams "comTheir parting :at the end is incidening up one after another in a very
tal. The architect and actress-nurse
TO
THE
EDITOR
short time. No instructor in any one
have
asserted a positive force in a
¦
'
¦
'
course made allowances and, as a re- To. thel E d i t o r : : - . : ..
" • . ".:blighted
world. She has -seen ' Hirosult , he received poorer grades than
A : nuclear physicist will . lecture shima, in Nevers.
he deserved . Certainly it would seem
at the-college next Thursday, March
that the first semester should start
"Pull My Daisy"Y based.r on the
14. I want to tell a bit about him".
earlier and that SOME flexibility
third
act of. Kerouae 's play THE
Steinberg was born and raised in
, GENERATION, can best be
should be extended to those stuBEAT
Montgomery, Alabama. There, and
dents whose exams are 'bunched.
described as whimsical.- Narrated by
eve r si nce , Steinberg has been pracR egarding the Program itself , I
Kerouac, accompanied by .a, lively
ticing on his mettleY Professor Alwould say that students are ill-prejazz background , - it. stars Allen
bert Einstein sponsored Steinberg
pared.for it. I think they need more
Kinsberg' and Gregory Corso. Sponto give a talk. The talk was at the
training and direction in how to
taneous and- ' wacky, it is the cineAmerica^ Physical Soci ety meeting
acco mplish their objectives. I think
matic counterpart : of a jazz sesof April , 1955YIt was a year since
they flounder more than they need
sion in its . improvisation. Hilariousthe U.S. Bikini tests had kicked, up
to and waste precious days in learnly funny,, it is basically a presentaan unsorted volume of radiation.
ing by trial and error. He doesn't
tion of the "Beat" way of life. Like
Steinberg gave one of the first .'Hiroshima
have to go to college to do " that.
' and . 'Marienbad' it is
PUBLIC estimates of the worldHe should get more faculty direcconcerned "with mood and is, 'thus,
wide radiation dosage from the Biakin- to "Resnais ' work.
tion.
kini test. Steinberg was publicly
But I do think the Program is considering part of the problem of
This progi'am, which is- being preand can be an exciting one. It should ''fallout" . He was doing some-pion-r sented by. Film Directions, is a good
be improved , not discarded , because eering without any political axe to example of that organization's aim ,
of its several difficulties. If the fac- dull. Here at Colby, Professor which is to show films by "the filmulty took it more seriously I be- Steinberg, of Smith College, will makers who have mastered the forlieve the students would. It could deal with Federal habits of secrecy, mal potentialities of the medium
be one of the most valuable experi- in military policy. The speaker likes and- made film a meeting place for
ences in the college career of many Robert Frost's .terms : "Poetry and living ideas". In the past, this
a. budding scientist, "teacher , or au- power is the formula
. You've got group of faculty and students has
thor .
'
to be sweeping and you!ve got' to shown "Potemkin ", "H20" , Chapbe pointed. You've got" to c5me out
A Parent
Continued oh Page Six •
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Boston Woodwind
Quintet To Play
On March 13th
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March. 4, 1963
The weekly meeting of Student Government was called to order by
President John Wesley Miller. The Secretary's minutes were read and
approved . The Treasurer reported a Cash Balance of $1,434.89 and
a Sinking Fund Balance of $1,567.79.
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OLD BUSINESS
1. It was announced that $81.25 has been received so far from the
sale of the Sesquicentennial Stickers. These Stickers are now on sale
in the Bookstore.
2. Thanks were extended to Mr. Ian Robertson for his help on
the Sesquicentennial Stickers. 3. It was announced that the $10.00 that Student Government
sent to CARE was delegated to Sierra Leone and Hong Kong.
4. Congratulations were extended to Miss Polly French and Miss
Bunny Read upon their retirement as President of the Women's Student League and Chief Justice of the Women's Judiciary, respectively.
5. Thanks were extended to Miss.Gail Koch, Miss Barbara McClarin, and Miss Sally Thompson for their help on the Sesquicentennial
Committee.
6. .The Tong 11 Han piano concert will be held March 20. There
will be no charge for students.
7. Sesquicentennial Ball Committee - K. Robbins
Mr . Robbins announced that the Class of 1966 will be in charge
of Decorations for the Ball ; the Class of 1965 will be in charge of
Publicity; the Class of 1964 will be in charge of Refreshments; and
the Class of 1963 will be in charge of Tickets, Decorations, Programs,
and Entertainment. The theme of the Ball will be the 150th Birthday
of the College. The dress will ,be. formal and the men may get fitted
for tuxedos at Levines before _v_ay 5th for $5.00
NEW BUSINESS
1. Miss Gail Koch of the Northern Student Movement explained
to the Council about the Bill pending in the Maine State Legislature
concerning making discrimination in housing rentals illegal. Miss
KLoch. asked students and faculty to write to the Congressmen in support of this Legislative Document #1169.
2. The system of reserving cubicles as proposed by Student Government this past fall will be reactivated immediately.
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at
7 :45 p.m.
(Respectfully submitted,
Marsha Palmer, Secretary

Women

Sean's1 List

The Dean 's List for the Women 's
Division based on work done in the
firs t semester 1962-63 was announced by Dean Frances Seaman.
Class of 1963 : Mary Brown , Eleanor Burgess , Jo ana Buxton , Janet Callahan , Susan Oomeau , Julia
D>odge, / J ean Eielson , Susan Fenn ,
Judith Magalhaes , Janice Mazzo ,
Constance Miller , Judith , Miller ,
Diane Nelson , Laura Newman , Anita Nourse, Cynthia Peters , Sally
Procter , Laurice Puglia , Anne Quirion , Susan Senkler , Edith Ann Sewall ,
Elspeth
Stewart, Judith
Thompson , Marjorie Walton , Lillian
Waugh , Lucille Waugh , and Dee
Dee Dee "Wilson.
Class of ,1964 : Linda Curtis,
Lynne Davidson , Patricia Downing,
Barbara Tlewolling, Sandra Hayward , Linda Johnson , Doris Kearns ,
Colleen Khoury, Barbara Kre ps ,
Joyce MacDonald , Heather Macdona.ld , Jean Martin , Suzanne Noyes,
Anno Nye, Annette Peterson , and
Hannah / Sewall.
Class of 1965 : Barbara Chamberlain , Allison Coady, Virginia Colo,
Terry-Ellen Cox , Holly fr ower , "Judith Guptill , Doe-Ann' Harris, Harv
ri ott Holmes, Barbara Howard , Kar on Jaffo , Nancy .TCendig, Sharon
Lord , Dale Rottner, Elizabeth
Stark , Janet Stephenson , and Candice Wilson .
Class of I960 :. Jean Craig, Judith
David , . Constance Day, Margaret
Fallon , Elaine Fencer, Nancy Johnson , Linda Kaiser, Ruth Kolloher,
Ardith Mano'y, Janet !' Meyer, Mareia Norling, Terry Saunders, Carol
Severance , Diane Van Wyok , ' Martha Watson , and Gretohen Wollam.
Mon

ler , Howard V. Clarke, Carl, E.
Cliche , Robert Crespi , Stephen C
Danforth , James P. Dolian , Robert
J. Gfula , Jon F. Hall, Stuart G.
Hardy, Jr., Roger B . Jeans , Brian
G. McAlary, Byron Petrakis , Rodney D. Pierce, David Pulver, Merrill Raikes , I , Thomas O. Richardson , Stamatis H. Tsitsopoulos , Herbert A. Wainer , Robert M. Whitelaw , William H. Witherell.
Class of 1964 : Edward J. Baker,
William C. 'Bradford, Jr., John N.
Bush , Jay C. Fayerweather, Kenneth L. Federman , John E, Friberg, Arthur S. Fulman , Bennis
Hammer , William F. Hendriokson ,
Alex Lloyd , Galen S. Marburg, Paul
L. Marsolini , Robert H. Master ,
Arthur G. Miller , Kenneth P. Nye,
Cliff ord B. Olson , Richard M. -Pious ,
Murd och J. Ross , Ste phen Schoeman , John H. Sitkin , Kenneth B.
Skodnek , Lawrence. E- Symington ,
Andrew J. Weiland.
Class, of 1965 : Claude L . Buller ,
Tim oth y F. Cleghorn , Alfred J. DiMaio , Jr. , Barry L. Feinberg, Stanley I. Garnett , Rodney E . Gfould ,
David F. Haskell , Shephard J. Kantor , John J. O'Connor , Alfred J.
Tobias , Robert M. Young.
Class of 1966 : Edmond J. Dorderian , Carl M. Floyd , Louis M.
Friodler , Kenneth P. Kasarjian ,
Marie E. Ledorrhan, Peter C, Nestor , Lawrence H. Pike, Charles D.
Soulo, Peter S. Weygant.

NEWMAN CLUB
COFFEE
- AFTER MA88

The Bonn 's List for the Men 's Division based ,on work done in the
first semester 1902-63 was announced by Doitn George Niokorson.
Class of 1963: Nathaniel Ei, But-
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Tho Oolby Collogo Gloo Club
will present a oonoOrt in Camdon ,
Maine under tho auspices of tho
Cnmdon Y.M.C.A. on Moron 17,
at 4 p.m.

Smith Loungo
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March 10EVERYONE WELCOME
'
'
¦

A concert sponsored by the Music
Association will be given March 13
in Given Auditorium by the Boston
Woodwind . Quintet. The Boston
Woodwind Quintet is a chamber
group made" up from the solo woodwind instrumentalists of the famed
Boston Symphony Orchestra , " and
has given chamber music concerts
around Boston to enthusiastic audiences since its formation. The repertoire „ of the Boston Woodwind
Quintet includes both classical and
modern works, several of which
have been composed expressly for
the group. The Jong association of
these artists as soloists of the Boston Symphony has given the group
sensitivity and unmatched cohesion
— an ability to play together that
has delight ed both th e criti cs and
the audiences.
Doriot Anthony Dwyer, first flutist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra , took up the flute at the age of
eight. Later, while attending high
school , she studied with Ernest
Liegl , the first flutist of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. After
graduation , she was a student of
Joseph Mariano at the Eas'tm an
School for four years. She played in
the National Symphony Orchestra
in Washington under the late Hans
Kindl er , and the Los Angeles Philharmonic with Alfred Wallenstein.
Bruno Walter chose her as first flutist in Hollywood Bowl in 1947 and
she played first flute in many radioballet and studio film orchestras in
Los Angeles and New York. ,
Gmo Cioffi , first clarinetist , was
born in Italy where he studied at
the Naples Conservatory. Since arriving in America he has been solo
clarinetist in the New York Philharmonic and the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra in New York City. He
also played as first clarinetist under
Arturo Toscanini in the NBC Sym. v
phony. ¦
James Stagliano, first French
hornist , was also born in Italy.
After coming to this country as a
small child , he studied with his uncle , Albert Stagliano , first hornist
with the NBC Symphony under Toscanini. At the age of sixteen he was
engaged as a member of the horn
section of the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra. Since then he has been
solo . hornist with the Cleveland ,
Chicago , St. Louis , Los An geles and
Hollywood Bpwl orchestras and for
nine years played in Hollywood studios. Nine years ago Mr. Staglian o
joined the Boston Symphony Orchest r a as first hornist und er . Dr.
Serge Koussevitsky.
Sherman Walt became first has-?
soonist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1953, after leaving the
same position with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra. Ha was awarded a scholarship at the Curtis
In stitute where he studied with del
Negro and Tatmteau of tho Philadelphia Orchestra. After serving in
t}ie American Army in Europe,
whore he was awarded a Bronze
Star for bravery, he r esumed his
studies at Curtis under the famed
Marcel Tabutoa.
Ralph Gomberg, first obooist of
the .Boston Symphony Orchestra , is
a native of Boston who studied at
Philadelp hia 's Curtis Institute with
Marcel Tabutoau . At the ago' of
seventeen he won the post of first
obo p in Stokowsky's All-Maroioan
Orch estra and later was appointed
first . oboist of tho New York City
Center Symphony under Leonard
Bernstein.. While in Now York City
ho was ah original momhor of tho
Now York Woodwind Quintet.
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The Colby Panhellenic Council will sponsor the first of a series of
fraternity education programs for Sorority and non-sorority women
on Sunday. March 10 at 2 p.m. in Runnals Union. The topic, which
will be considered through a panel discussion, will concern Rushing.
Representatives from both the sororities and the independent body
of women will participate in the program. Under consideration will

WJLA. News

During the month of January
there were several activities which
were sponsored by the W.A.A. All
forms of individual recreation were
open to all of those who were so
inclined. Beyond this there were
other organized activities for anyone interested in participating in
team sports.
There were tournaments held in
basketball; volley ball , badminton
and ping-pong. In basketball the
combined teams of Woodman, and
Foss had two wins and no losses,
and the town girls' team „had no
wins and two losses. Tlie winners of
the badminton doubles tournament
were Gail Maillet and Glenda Gerrie. The new bowling alleys in Waterville were frequented every Wednesday afternoon by a group of
bowling enthusiasts from the women's side of campus.
Elections for W.A.A. officers were
held on the twenty-third of February. The results are as follows :
President — Peggy Chandler
Vice President — Callie Kelley
Secretary-Treasurer — Carol
Chri st y
Publicity Manager — Lynn Seidenstuecker.

be:
1. Sorority rush in Perspective —
a consideration of rush with relation to .. the sorority and campus
programs.
2. The Rush Program — its purpose , form and ideals for '63.
3 The role of the independent women
4. Rushing Ethics.
5. The Closed Party — its purpose ; form ; ideals for '63.
6. The Freshmen look at Rush
Panel members who will be taking part on Sunday are : Jean Eilson , Anna Owens, Doris Kearns ,
Gretchen Wollam, Barby Darling,
Diane Van Wyck, Barbi Gordon ,
Nancy Saylor.
The purpose of this series is to
better acquaint sorority and independent women with the basic functions of the , sorority on the Colby
campus." Elements of the sorority
program which contribute to its operation are in constant need of re^
evaluation. Therefore , specific topics of current interest to all women
will be presented for discussion. The
Panhellenic Council feels that workshops of this type will benefit all
the women on campus and will provide the basis for •communication
and understanding which is necessary for cooperation and rapport in
the future.

Panel Discussion Held
To Comment On LP.
Pre-Med Society

In additi on to the Ford Foundation Grant, Colby can finally ( say
that it has a Student Pre-medical
Society. The group was formed as
a means of organizing the far-flung
pre-mecls. and aiding them in their
plans for the future. The impetus
for the formation of the organization .canie from three pro-mods , David Greene, Tom Andrews, and Andy
Weiland.
At the fi rst meeting the consti-

tut i on w as discuss ed and revised ;

at the second the Officers were elect ed with th e foll owin g resu lts :
President : Tom Andrews, Vi ce
President : Andy Weiland, and Secretary - Treasurer : Lesley Forman.

The membership which now stands

at fifty, consists of students plannin g t o att end dental , veterinary,
or medical school in tho future. Anyone who is considering such a career is welcome to join.

On Tuesday, Febru ary 26, a panel
discussion on the January Pro gram
was presented by Student League.
Moderated by Dr. Mavrinac, the
panel included Dr. Benhow , Dr.
Ray mond , Dr. Reuman , Dr. Richey,
Dr. Strider , Judith St a nley '65 and
Richard Pious, '64. Members of the
audience also presented their views
and suggestions on the topic.
Among the problem s discussed by
the panel was the question of student-faculty relationships in the
Program. It was felt, in some cases,
th at th e f acult y advis or ex erts too
much control in his attempts to give
tho student an organized basis for
his program . On the other hand , the
lack of faculty guidance especially
for those students having , problems
ori entating themselves in their topic,
was seon to be detrimental. Furthermore, th e lack of ex planation of
the marks given for the work and
the extensive differences in evaluating techniques were cited as objectionable in the present structure of
the Program.
Tho faculty conception of the plan
was discussed. Mr. Benhow exContinued on Pago Nino
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PJatf orm of 'The
Other Party"

ing lots to get to cIelss and the Lib- restrictions and duties which have
rary.
been placed upon us as part of our
11. The NEW SOCIAL RULES acceptance at Colby.
deny row fraternities the - right to
Compare yourself to a person your
hold OPEN HOUSES. We have al- age who does not attend college. He
We have come to the conclusion ways believed that the accused (in can participate through his union
that college is too expensive. Stu- this case the row fraternities ) are in creating work rales. As a citizen
dent government should find ways innocent until proven guilty. As a and voter he can help to decide re;
fo save students money. The matter of principle fraternities sults of local issues in his communOTHER PARTY has heen negotiat- should be allowed TO TRY THE ity. , And as a free American .indiving with the HAINES THEATER IFO PROPOSED SOCIAL REGU- idual he has the right to decide what
in • Waterville, and have tentatively LATIONS.
kind of social life he will enjoy.
agreed that if student government
12. Student government should As we know, th e Colby student is
sells tickets for .selected movies once again plug for an HONOR in another world. The analogy to a
directly to students, the' theater SYSTEM an d REPRESENTATION company union is obvious ; the stuwill give student government a 35c ON FACULTY COMMITTEES. • We dents can petition and plea , can
rehafce on each ticket. Student gov- admit that bucking 150 years of argue and advise, but cannot help
ernment should return some of the academic and administrative tra- shape the decisions which govern
money to students by reducing dition is quite possibly impossible. their lives at school. In return for
ticket prices , and should use some We should try.
accepting authority so completely,
of the rebat e for other purposes.
13. Each year the administration the student receives the "wages of
2. A USED BOOK EXCHANGE compiles something called THE education ." He is also perfectly
will be organized by our party. Such PRESIDENT'S REPORT which is suited for the organizational world
an exchange could save students presented to the BOARD of TRUS- of tomorrow, where personal freebooks ( especially to inconjing fresh- TEES. Student government talks dom and individuality are stifled in
ently organizing the sale of used about improving communication. It a similar manner.
hundreds of dollars by more effici- is about time a STUDENT REWhat happens'When the college
men) at the beginning of the year. PORT TO THE ^RESLDENT AND abdicates its' responsibility as an ed3. There is no reason for students BOARD OF TRUSTEES was com- ucational instituti on and allows itto pay list prices for books when piled and presented each year. Such self to become an expensive babythey can purchase books • from the a report should be accurate, un- sitter ? Aren't the results obvious ?
COOPERAT- biased , and representative of cam- Abuses of the liquor rule, rushing
INTERNATIONAL
IVE UNION. This union is current- pus , opinion. Such a report , there- and hazing violations, academic
ly giving rebat es of 10% on texts fore , is impossible. However, it's cheating, the high dropout rate,
and 25% on most other books. It is worth a try.
conformity coupled with restlessquite possible that if student govern14. Student government delegates ness, and the general contempt most
ment joined this cooperative the have always spent needless time at Colby students hold for the screwbopkstofe would find it expedient to meetings. The OTHER PARTY has balls who try to change things —
compiled the fundamentals of par- these, symptoms of dissatisfaction
reduce prices.
$. . Our party has already collect- liam entary law, and intends to use with Colby life are there for all who
edv .RECORD , BOOK , and MOVIE the book PARLIAMENTARY LAW have the time and ' are not blinded
CATALOGUES, which may enable AT A GLANCE in' order to run with false pride to see. Beneath the
students and organizations to pur- meetings quickly and effectively. In veneer of sociability the Colby stuchase items at substantial savings. addition , a limited numher of dent body is fragmented and resent; . 5. The Art Department, as many QUESTION PERIODS ou ght to be ful . The dropout rates and the closet
students know, rents prints for scheduled so that interested stu- cases are symptomatic , as are the
$3,00 at the beginning of the year. dents would have a chance to get student types who view Colby as
i It might be possible for 1, student to know and question members of merely a stopover on the way to
government to SELL PRINTS for the administration. Often the ad- corporate or professional life, or a
much less if there is a demand. ministration 's"* side of- any dispute way to kill fou r years as painlessly
Some "competition" might cause is not presented , while on the other as possible. Some students find satthe Art Department to reduce its hand there are times when admin- isfaction in academic life, or in camrental rates.
istrators are not aware of certain pus organizations , athletics , or stu. 6. A casual ^g lance at the bulletin student problems. QUESTION PER- dent movements and charitable pro^
boards shows the need for some IODS would help solve both prob- j ects. Bub most students at Colby
are not members of a community,
kind of formal arrangement where- lems.
The
programs
we
have
outlined
they are merely going to school.
by students with rides can get in
are
realistic
possibilities
whiqh.
can
There is a great difference in attitouch with riders. A campus-wide
bo
achieved
this
year
with
student
tude which the college shoxild think
system of coordination which would
f
support.
But
platf
orms
mean
nothabout.
result in a weekly RIDE LIST coming
when
they
are
not coupled with
What we have said thus ,far has
piled by a student government
ability
and
vision.
We urge' you to been abstracted and rem ote from
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
'read
the next section to find out student government activities. But
might be the answer.
who we are and how* our beliefs have one's view of the college, and par7. Of course , one can save money,
created our platform .
ticularly of the mature capabilities
and still be caught short. Student
Statement
of
Principles
of its student body for greater
governm ent sh ould add funds to
is not (Stu-G elections to growth , determine one's views of
Colby
the student EMERGENCY LOAN
If y ou accept
FUND . (Such an addition would the contrary) , a democratic Society. student government.
And
at
th
e
pr
e
se
nt
time
it
is
not
a
the
idea
that
the
college
is a corp rob abl y q ualif y as a donati on to
community.
In
a
democratic
society
you
must
accept
the fact
poration
,
tlie Challenge Campaign.) '
one may give up certain rights , but that student government is a farce,
8. In order to foster a sense of
one chooses others. In a community a sham , and a deception which
community, student government
one may seek to preserve individual- should be abolished. If student govshould work with campus organizaity, but there are certain st and ards er n m ent h a s no other fun cti on than
tions. Such groups as FILM DIRstudent government of excellence to which all are ex- to balance a budget, distribute
community,
' series of activiECTORS , tho INTERNATIONAL pected to strive, Colby is not a fu n ds , and plan a
democratic
society
because
the
adght
as well fold up
then
it
mi
ties
,
RELATIONS CLUB, the ANABASdo the
mini
s
tr
a
ti
o
n
faculty,
and
Board
of
a
nd
let
th
e
"corporation"
,
IS, th e NORTHERN STUDENT
on th e other hand , one sees
Tru
stees
fail
to
provide
for
genuIf
jdb.
,,
MOVEMENT and tho FOLK SINGa comING SOCIETY, FRENCH CLUB, ine studont participation in the for- the student as a member of
mulation
of
policies.
Colby
has
lost
munit
y
whi
c
h
has
y
et
to
bo
realized
,
and CHESS CLUB are the kinds of
the sense of community and has be- then one also sees student governlively • organizations which . have
come split into groups and clique! m ent as a t ool which can aid in all
boon enjoy in g recent s u c c e s s
which have fragmented and paral- phases of campus life.
and which can use student governyzed student government and creatMEET THE OTHER PARTY
ment fin ancial support. Such supive
student
activity.
. DICK PIOUS is the candidate for
p ort f or cam pus organizations is
Ah
students
wo
may
decide
that
PRESIDENT . A government major,
• vital in order to encourage a divertho
b
enefits of a formal education he '' has taken enough Spanish to
sifi ed cam pus social and cultural
require us to sacri fice democracy qualify for Phi Sigma Iota , and to
lif e.
and
community and accept unquos- teach Spanish in the Waterville
f) . FRATERNITIES have recently
tioning
ly the authority of others. school system. As editor of the
realized that thoy aro on trial,, and
If
wo
do not hold this view , if ECHO last semester, Diok created
must shape , up or ship out; The
instead we believe that we can have tho. constitution under which the
current IFO president has accuratestudont p artici pation in the oroa-' Ipapor is' now run. During his term,
ly pinpointed two problems wWch
tion of values arid nttitudes and reg- m oney was appropriated and staff
the fraternities must solve :
ulation
s, wo must face two ques- appointments made to the Anabasis,
1. The need to destroy tho frat
tions : • •'
Dick has ' served on studont cquncil
ornit y stereotype ;
1, What kind of community sinco second semester of liis fresh2. Tho need to encourage faoultyman year. Ho attended the Student
should Colby become?
fratornity relations.
2, What can wo as students do League workshop whoro lie was disAlthough those are problems
cussion loader for two groups , and
which fall under tho jurisdiction of to work toward this gonI P
For a, , m orient, let's look at Col- most recently was a motnhor of the
the IFO, tho OTHER PARTY pledges to ' uso its good offices in helping by as a formal institution. Its cor- Panel Discussion on tho ( January
porate charter , 150 years old , moans Plan. This past week Dick was ,a
the frater nities help themselves,
10. Tho OTHER PARTY recog- it has the right;'to sue and be sued, Colby speaker at a Batos College denizes that some campus regulations to build and instruct , and establish bating contest .
PAUL STRONG is tho candidate
have outlived thoir . usefulness. tuition rates, Ono can view the
SOPHOMORES should he allowed collage as a factory whose yearly for SOCIAL OHArRMA_N. An EngTO, .OPERATE 'CARS. It is about production "is 250 seniors . Wo have lish.major , Paul is the , student dir'
time, , that OFF-CAMPUS STU- tlio right to insist on a more com- b otor . and ono of the founders of the
DENTS ., iworo . permitted to use ei- plete view of Oolby. , In particular, highly successful 7BTTJK DIRECObntinuocl on I*ago Six ,
ther AVERHJL or 'LOVEJOY parlc- wo have tho right to question tho
•-¦. •, ..'
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Party of
Experience ;

Six ' Colby Juniors have joined to
form the Party of Experience Ticket
and are currently campaigning for
election to Student Government on
March 15. The member-candidates
are President , Stephen Schoeman ;
Vice-President , Ken Nye ; Treasurer , Jack Lockwood ; Secretary, Cece
Sewall ; U.S.N.S.A. Coordinator,
Dick Geltman ; and Social Chairman , Bob Furek. .
The Platform of these, -Juniors
consists of nine, major planks, each
representative of an "area of action
to which this group believes Student
Government should direct its attentions. This platform is the result of
three years experience with and observation of Student Government.
Student Govern ment Structure
There is a need for a more representative Student Government, one
that truly reflects the views of the
campus and the vyiews of the major groups, fraternity, sorority, and
independents , on eapipus. The present system engenders less student ,
faculty, and Administration confidence than is desired , and contributes to the recurrent failures to
obtain quorum s at Student Government meetings. A study has been
made of this situation , and appropriate steps along the line of proportional • representation shall be
taken before the end of this semester. Each major group on campus
will be represented in proportion to
its numbers on campus.
Financial Policy
There is a need to re-examine the
financial policies of Student Government. Any organization which has
received the sponsorship of Student
Government shall be entitled to received funds from Student Government upon the recommendation of
the Finance Committee.
As a result of these financial policies , the classes, and in particular,
the Senior Class, have traditionally
faced the problem . of making ends
meet , that is, providing for the various class activities before graduation while running on budgets of
greatly insufficient funds, Thus
each Senior Class usually must
charge a certain sum of money in
order to hold activities which should
•be free , but which , for lack of money, must have an admission charge.
The classes should be given more
money, and th e Senior Class should
be given proportionately more money in order to accomodate the increased Class activity during the
last *year in college.
Social Responsibility
Th o soci al regul ati ons sh ould . be
modified so as, to place more responsibility in the hands df the students. Thus, there is need to reexamin e th e Administr ation 's open
h ouse rulin g whi ch reflects upon
th e college as a whole, with a view
t oward permittin g open houses in all
living units on campus. Careful
consideration should be given to the
rul es regardin g "hours ", off-campus chaper ones, and ''the filing of
social forms. An analysis should be
mado o'f the present social facilities
on campus , with a view toward
workin g out with the Administration the improvement of those facilities , and when necessary, the .creation of additional facilities.
1 Examinations
A recent petition with over six
hundred Signatures has indicated
widespread dissatisfaction With the
present system of final examinar
tions. Examinations during ,tho first
semester are hold in too short ft
timo and under unfavorable conditions. Tho Patty of Experience,
if elected ,' is pledged to bend every
effort to do all it can to work out
with the' Administration a plan,
whioh would lengthen tlio examination: period ' and make, rnoro use of
tho classroom s for testing.
.( ,
v
Bookstore
Y
Studont Government should join
tho International Studont Oo-Operatiyo Union. Tliis plait' would supplement ithe present bookstore facilities.

by enabling the" students • to order
book's at a substantial discount aft er an initi al m embership fee of
one dollar. .
Y
The United States National Student Association
Student Government should rem ain in the United Stat es National
Stud ent Association on ly if Student
Government is willing to participate
actively in that organization and
only if that organization, when requested ,; is willing to aid Student
Government in any way 'in which it
can. It shall be the policy of Student Government to attend only
those U.S.N.S.A. conferences which
will benefit "Colby College.
Questionnaires
There should be a series of questionnaires in order to determine the
views and opinions of the , student
body on various subjects. Problems
raised through the questionnaires
could be discussed at general "town
meeting" assemblies, i
.
. ,
Current .Programs
The Party of Experience feels
th at , present ' programs of . Student
Government should be continued
and improved whenever and wherever necessary. Among these are the
Great Artist"' Program , various culture promotion programs , and the
general social programs of Student
Government. .. The , lecture series
should be expanded to include more
nationall y known artists and performers. A study should he made
of the possibility of re-activating
the Colby student radio station.
Student Government
There has been a tendency in the
past for branch organizations such
as the Inter-Fraternity Council , the
Men's and Women 's Judiciaries ,
and Women's Student League, to
drift out of direct consideration in
campus
affairs
as
manifested
through Student Government. The
Party of Experience will therefore
undertake to bring these organizations directly to.Jhe sphere of Student Government action and to develop closer cooperation with these
organizations on the whole, but
without interfering either directly
or indirectly in their specific concerns. In particular , the President
of Women 's Student League should ,
by constitutional amendment, be
given a seat on the Executive Committee of Student • Government.
This is the platform of the Party
of Experience. The platform is alway 'open to criticism and is subject to revision. It is the hope of the
Par ty of Experience that , win or
lose, th ese points will receiv e stud y
and be acted upon.
A main theme of the campaign j
of tho. Party of Experience is that
of "proven leadership". The Party's
ticket is composed o'f people i who
have served in positions of leadership and wh o have, with experience
and practical ' training, demonstrated their qualifications to serve tho
best interests of the students , and
to serve those int erests in th e m ost
effective way. Cece Sewall is a two
t erm m ember of Wom en 's Judiciary,
Dick Geltman is President of Hillol
and business m anager of THE
ECHO. Steve Sohoman , Ken Ny e,
Jack Lockwood , and Bob Furek,
who, aro respectively, President,
Treasurer , Sesquicentennial Scholarship Committee Chairman , and Social Chairman ,' are members of th o
Executive Committee bf the Junior
Class. Utjdor ' their leadershi p • and
in cooperation with the other Class
officers) much has been accomplished as the following items show.
If Avorill parking lot, has boon
opened for the first timo in many
years to general student uso.
Though it is only open from 5.30
p.m. to 2 :00 a.m., a significant
start has beon made in ' completel y
sottling i this parking ( lot issue.
2. The Class of 1964 established ft
self-perpetuating scholarship program , The Sosquioontonnial 'Schol arship, as tho Class /gift , j fttid .'a contribution to ! the » Ford . Foundation
Challenge Grant campaign.
' 3, As a result nf the Junior Olnss
survey the "all night" , study rooms
.' " ¦ ' Conti nued on Pago _Tivo

PARTY QF EXPERIENCE

<A Surprise Party'
Platform

The QovernmentDep artment

Continued from Page Four
of the library are now open to 2 :00
¦
' " a.m.' '
' . '¦ ¦ • ¦ '
4. Social functions were held and
This is the fourth in a series of Government and American NationThe purpose of this party is not student written evaluations of the al Government. Both courses are
a lecture series established.
5. The Junior Class has had one to initiate any startling* new and academic program of the college.
really the preliminary digesting of
hundred percent attendance at Stu- progressive promises and/or reso- The Government -Department at basic facts which must be learned.
lutions in the -Student Government. Colby reflects in miniature the scope Neither course is particularly stimdent Government meetings.
This'
party has been formed to at- and limitations of a liberal .jarts col- ulating, although the American
The Party -.of Experience is comtain
a
responsible, cooperative and lege. While the department
pletely aware of the importance of
pro- course , makes extensive use of bea
truly
ALL-COLLEGE REPRE- vides personal contact and
this year 's election and is attempta solid havioral studies (USES OF POWing to convey this sense of impor- SENTATIVE student government. basis for graduate study, it is lim- ER) and attempts to initiate the
tance to the student body. It seems The emphasis will be on an ener- ited by lack of resources — to he student into the use of research
that Student Government has reach- getic and responsible STUDENT specific, additional faculty mem- material. ed a tragic point, in which 1 spirited BODY.
Juniors are expected to take Polibers and research and teaching mataction is needed to regain the res- We propose a change in the rep- erials.
tical Theory. The student is given
pect that this organization deserves resentation pf members in the StuMore faculty members are needed the maximum opportunity to read,
and has enjoyed in past years. The dent Government. Presently this
to enlarge the curriculum and pro- and digest copious notes, and then
Party of Experience takes not of student organization is' not one in
vide more and smaller sections of THINE. The course has real intelthe poor working relationship with which the student Body is properly
existing courses. The teaching load lectual impact, and is recommended
the Administration and considers represented as it should be. Therein most social sciences is heavy. for non-majors , especially history
that little can be accomplished un- f ore , the following suggestions are
Government 234, for example, has and philosophy majors . Another
der such a relationship. The Party ones which will strengthen the memover 60 students in its only section. course which has received praise
of Experience considers this a "do bership and the structure of StuEven some of the advanced courses is the Survey, of African Governor die" year in which Student Gov- dent Government.
ments. The recently inaugurated
1. Every fraternity shall be given have over thirty students^. The :size course in Political Behavior was an
ernment must prove itself capable
of these classes limits discussion , inof actively representing the student one vote ;
exceptional opportunity for students
!
2. The independent men shall have hibits assignment of papers, and to take a course usually offered in
body or else fall by the wayside as
prevents the kind of personal conjust another committee. The Party four votes
tact
students have a right to expect graduate school, and almost never
of Experience, while recognizing
, a. One vote for each of' the in- at a small college.
offered at a school the size> of Coldependent men's dorms (Small,
the need to "stand up" to the Adby. The course should not, howevAdditional courses are also need- er, have been given the definition of
Chaplin, and Robins)
ministration, also understands the
ed.
The most pressing needs are for a sociology course. It was not
b. One vote for the independent
virtue of "sitting down " with the
courses
in non-western comparative taught from that perspective, and
men 's interdormitory council
Administration to settle problems
government
and non-western area the sociology majors had trouble
3. Each present women's dorm
and -to initiate constructive programs. With a new representation shall have two votes — (The new studies. These courses can be pro- orientating themselves to the theorvided only with the addition of at etical approach of the professor. An
system , a change in financial poli- dorm will have one vote) ;
cies, and a closer working rela- . 4. The Men's Judiciary shall be least one and possibly two new fac- advantage in the Foreign ' Policy
ulty members.
tionship .with Women 's Student given one vote ;
Seminar this year is the presence
League, we of the Party of Experi- 5. The women's Judiciary shall
The present curriculum , while of an instructor who is an Iranian
limited , is well organized and com- citizen. He is, of course, particularence feel sure that much can be ac- have one vote.
We are basing these changes pares very favorably to course of- ly qualified to discuss from ' first
complished in the way of settling
old proble m s , and in expanding, ex- on the living units of the ferings at similar institutions.' The hand knowledge the problems of the
isting programs while at the same College. This will enable the stu- freshman prospective major is usu- Middle and Near East with which
time creating new and constructive dents to be more closely connected ally enrolled in a government sec- the seihinar is concerned.
with the activities of the Student tion of the social \ science course.
projects .
- I i•
The sketch of the curriculum
Member-candidates of The Party Government. In this way the frat- The discussions in these sections would not be complete without men¦
ernity will have a vote for approx- have a narrower focus and sharper tion of the need fori more courses
of Experience. Ticket :
Stephen Schoeman , for President : imately every 55 men. The inde- perspective on political problems beginning in the second semester.
hometown, New Rochelle, New pendents will have a vote for ap- which is desirable , to keep. Fresh- The Chairman of the Department
York ; major , history, law school ; proximately every 57 men. The wo- men have often indicated that they recognized the problem , and the
activities : President of the Junior men are receiving a vote for ap- felt reading assignments were not chances are good that the situation
Class, representative to Student proximately every 60. The present heavy enough, although this com- will not be repeated.
Government , Member of the Fresh- members of Student Government, plaint is by no means limited to
The January Programs were preman Interim Committee, Member including the four class presidents ; government sections; .
ceded by counseling with upperclass
of the Class Development .Commit- the three class presidents and the The sophomore takes Comparative majors., Independent ' research was
tee of Student Government, Mem- chairman of the freshman class Inber of the Pre-Alumni Council , terim Committee ; the president of
Member of the Executive Commit- the Women 's Student League ; the
tee of the Junior Class, President of president and vice-president of the
the Colby Debating Club , delegate Interfraternity Council ; the chairto the recent U.S.N.S.A. New Eng- man of the Panhellenic Council ; the
OON GILBERT
land Regional Conference at the editor of the Echo ; and the Inter- The Platform of Peter Hart , In
As
candidate
for School Social
University of Rhode Island ; speak- faith Association will be members dependent Candidate for Social
Chairman
I
would
like to outline
,
ing prizes : first place, Hamlin , sec- of the Council , BUT WITHOUT A Chairman. •
areas
which
will
require
the attenI propose that if I am elected I
ond and third places, Levine, first VOTE. Certainly by looking at the
tion
of
that
office.
above membership of the council, will attempt to carry out the followplace Goodwin ; Deans' List.
1. A liberal open house rule, afKen Nye, for , Vice-President ; ione realizes the gross misrepresen- ing major proposals : 1. Get a first
fecting
all campus groups,' should
rate concert on the Colby Campus
hometown , Glenview, Illinois ; ma- tation which occurs.
be
developed.
(Speaking as a stujor, English Literature ; Activities : This is an effort to bring more between the Winter Carnival and
dent
I
think
we
cannot afford even
,
Treasurer of the Junior Class, Mem- students into the many activities the Spring Weekend. The entertainone
mistake
in
judgment , as we
ber of tho Executive Committee of and responsibilities of your Student ment would, be selected through a
progress toward this end. The pro¦
the Junior Class, IFO alternate rep- Government. Isn't this organization student poll I 2. Arrange a Maine
gram , if developed hastily, will fail
for
the
majority
of
the
students
?
or Bates football game. The show
resentative, sophomore year ; Deans'
in the face of alumni and adminisSecondly,
we
believe
that
it
is
.
would include four acts from each
list ; ATO fraternity. . '
trative insecurity.)
necessary
to
have
closer
co-ordinaof the Maine Colleges to be chosen
Jack Lockwood , for Treasurer ;
2. "Big" weekends'at Colby have
,
tion
between
the
Student
Governby their student councils. The winhometown , Wilmington , Deleware;
often
failed , both financially and
ment
and
the
Ad
inistration
conmajor , law Government ; Activities :
m
ning act would receive , a cash award,
socially.
I think a formal function
cerning
all-college
affairs.
Chairman of , the Junior Class Sesplus a perpetual trophy. 3. An all
might gain support. Tho scheduling
A.
Presently
the
Colby
Communisocial committee composed of five
quicentennial j Scholarship Commitof events could, perhaps, be imtee, President of the Badminton ty follows three different calendars : representatives from the ' fraterniprove
by innova'tipn.
academic,
all-college,
social.
and
ties , two representatives from the
piub, Member of the . Executive
3. A sufficiently largo auditorium
Committee of the Junior Class , There should he a closer integration sororities, and two representatives
, funds to pay top entertain(and
of
the
activities
of
the
school.
A
Vice-President of the Outmg Club,
for the independent men and two
ment)
should have the highest possstudont
committee
government
Student Advisor, Member of the
for j the independent women. The
ible
priority
,in college development
would
be
appointed
to
work
as
close.
AD HOC Social Committee; Memmembership of the sororities and the
plans.
ly
as
possible
with
the
Administraber bf the Inter-Dormitory Council ,
fraternities would alternate bo as
4. Fraternity (and sorority) conindependent men 's representative to tion in the formulation of these to in'clude all groups. The function
tributions
to campus life should bo
,
various'calendars.
'
Student Government ; Marino reof the committee would bo to inpromoted. Bixler Bowl competition
,
The,Library
B.
serves, four years apprenticeship
sure all elements . of tho Colby stu• 1. Increased resources are neces- dent body a ohanco to play an in- in this area is limited.
with tho Bank of Delaware.
5. Student-alumni relations should
Cece Sewall , for Secretary ; homo- sary to buy periodicals , especially tegral part in social polioy and actbe
improved by increased student
town , Capo Elizabeth , Maine; ma- for the January Plan , Student Gov- ivity. 4. To strengthen the role of
participation
in Homecoming activjor , g6yernmoht ; ^ activities : ' Wo- ernment should be willing to contri- the fraternities by giving thorn a
ities,..
men 's Judiciary — 2 terms, Wo- bute toward such' a goal.
- large segment of votes on' the social
As Oolby progresses academically
men ' s Athlotj o Association , vice2 . The placing of 'the miorofilin qominitteo , and to assist them in and physically,,she must\ also maPresident, managing editor , ORA- machines in a moro adequate loca- sponsoring faculty cocktail parties,
ture socially. Fresh) ideas are neces¦
CLE, Subhead in dormitory, Secre- tion.
'
and faculty receptions after lectures. sary, A leadership vacuum in tho
V
tary of Women 's Union Committee, 3, Soundproofing tho hall 6uti=iido 5, Tr y to organize various activities
social area is now inconsistent.
Nowman Club,' ,- Junior , Advisor ; tho new study areas,
>. ,
which would promote greater utilDon Gilbert — .
member of Sigma .Kappay sorority ; , &." ¦• Continued increase, in study izati on of the student lounge. The
(Candidate for Social Chairman)
Dean 's; List.
»im*^-m
~<m *<^^
m*m
+ '^mV
facilities. Tho bettor college libra- improvement of tho op-ed dining ^mm >^ ^ ^*^ 'm W m* *l **>m^*m1~
*m
*mi
Bob " Furok , for EJooial chairm an ; ries in .thbYoountry can accomodate lounge by sponsoring faculty eveCONGRATULATIONS
¦¦
home townj Oliffsiile Park , New '40 to ,16d ,percent of their student' nings, and -joint w.eoknight mixers
., .
iJersey ; . major , economics,;^activi- body, ..Colby's' library is ; adequate in tho dining lounge ,'io \a followed
to
" i ' •'
ties: Social Chairman of the Junior for' still only 30 percent of the stu-1 by a short dance afterwards. This
;
¦. - y
EARL SMITH
Class, Member of, the '; Executive doht body. , "
i:Y ,
would bo . .especially; for tho beginCommittee of tho YJunior , Class,
'H
0. elping the odministw-ibri and
' • ¦
• , on* ,,- . ,
House Chairman of J: D.U. ? '.Member any student 1 prgani„atibns .in .' ,d ovis-' nin g of tho year f or fresh m en and
FAMILY
of the Rushing Committee! of, D.U. v ing ways to ' liolp raise money for the independent men. 7; A coordinated
¦
'
'
'
i Continued„on TPaaa Six . A f, i-yr - -^ Oqt^in\i^;Qn VaZ&Bix•
social schedule allowing for a linax-
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stressed in all, areas, and particularly in International Relations,
where , students were specifically
asked for fresh and original conclusions. Professors were not available
during January as much as would
be desirable. Regular office hours
should have been kept. A conclusion which the majors have unanimously reached is that the department marked hard.
The Government is fortunate to'
have what amounts to its own lecture series. Unfortunately, last
year 's series set a new low'in attendance and interest. This year the
department seems to have picked
speakers who can command audiences and deliver intelligent lectures.
The money for the series will soon
he used up, and when it is, the department should try to secure further funds so that this valuable
series may be continued. In passing,
it should be noted that the department tries to arrange lunches and
suppers for the speakers and majors in all classes. The value of such
discussions is considerable.
The evaluation we are presentmjg
must not neglect the human element. In particular , each member
of the department is a unique individual, friendly and understanding, and encouraging student-faculty relationships. The Department .
is housed in the Library, and every
day one sees a parade of students
and faculty entering the offices. At
various times the professors are in
the Spa, where conversations are
often continued in an informal atmosphere. The students are characterized by quantity and quality. The
number of majors is large, and
while none seem to have the indefinable flash of genius, many are
among the brighter students at Colby. The students a department attracts determine, in the final analysis, the worth of the department
to the collegeY The Government Department more than holds it own.

Independent
Candidate
I feel that I am qualified to hold
the position of treasurer in the Student Government. In the past, my
personal experience has covered the
areas of business finance and accounting. As I am running independently, I have • no def inite platform , hut I will fulfill my obligor
tions to the administration that enters office..
Robert Dyer , '64 .
DEPARTMENT MEETINGS
{
For FRESHMEN and for .
<
SENIOR MAJORS
, |
Freshmen are cordially invit ed to the meetings of all depart- 1
ments in which they may bo In- j
terestcd.
At each meeting aj
member of tho department will ]
speak informally on tho Major in I
that particular department.
j
Toas in Smith Lounge , R unna ls
Union - At 4:1. p.m.
!
March 14, English and Classics {
March 20, Modern Langua ges
j
April 10, Psychology and Educa- !
t ion
|
Apri l 11 , Economics and Soololo- j
8V
'
April 10, Mat hematics
April 17, Art , Music , Philosophy
and Religion
Toas elsewhere - 4:15 p.m.
March 13, Geolo gy - in Life Science Bui lding , Room 104
April 18, Biolo gy - In Life Science Bui lding, Biolo gy Library "
Dinner meetings , Good Dining
Room , Roberts Union « at 0 :00
¦ '
' p.m. , - [
,. . . , . ¦
March 21, Busi ness A dministration
April 11, Chemistry
April 18, Ph ysios
Freshmen i Make reservations for !

; dinners In Good Dining Room by
noon oi date oh which meeting
I Is to , bo hold.
,!

"Time of Your Life"
To Be Presented Soon

Pledge Master
Five
Continued from Page
Sue Ellsworth
(sophqihore year), Rushing Chaw- "Woodman, Psychology Major
man of D.U. Junior Advisor, MemGeneva, Illinois
ber , of i>he Ford Foundation Leader- Dorm Council
ship Committee, Vice-President of
Oheerleading
D.U.
Chapel Usher
' Dick Geltman , for U.S.N.S.A.
Foss Stu. G Representative
Coordinator ; hometown, Newton, Dave Sveden
N
Massachusetts ; major, history, preL.C.A. Math Major
medical course ; Activities : Vice- Needham , Mass.
President, then President of Hillel,
Freshman and Varsity Hockey
Business Manager of THE ECHO, House Chairman
Freshman basketball , varsity footHouse vice-president.
ball , Inter-Faith Association.
SURPRISE PARTY

THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE, by William Saroyan, is often con-

sidered to be one of the finest plays to come out of the depression
years of the Thirties. Perhaps in reaction to the prevailing spirit of
disillusionment, Saroyan, like Eliot and Auden, affirms the more traditional values of human life* in this case, the simple value of good
will. Although the play is critical of sham and hypocrisy, its power

PETE R HART

"A SURPRISE PARTY"

J an Young,Fred Field and .J ohn O'Connor
lies too it the beauty of its language and in its juxtaposition of
pathos and comedy.
Powder and Wig's production of
the play, under the direction of Dr.
Irving Suss, is in the final stages
of rehearsal. Performances will be
held at the Little Theater . on
March 15th and 16th at 8 :00.
There are, however, only a few tickets still available.
THE OTHER PARTY

Continued from Page Four TIONS (Potemkin ,, The Red Balloon, Hiroshima, Mon Amour). Paul
has voted on Student Council and
is currently a member of the Stu-G
Cultural Life Committee.
Paul
served on the Ad Hoc Committee
which discussed social rules, and
attended the Student League Workshop. Paul is currently an editorial
board member of the ECHO , and
reviews plays performed by Powder
and Wig. He has previously been a
Therm o Heat Control
Wall to Wall Carpets

stage manager for P & W.
PETER COOPER is the candidate for N.S.A. Coordinator- A government major, he has worked in
Africa for Operation Crossroads
gaining valuable experience in international cooperation. He is presently Co-Chairman of the International Relations Club. Peter was a
junior advisor in the fall, served on
the Ad Hoc Committee, and most
recently has worked in the newly
formed Northern Student Movement
as treasurer of the group.
ANNETTE PETERSON is the
candidate for SECRETARY. She
has served on her dormitory council,
and has been active in Powder and
Wig. A government major, Annette's activities include membership in SCA, and recent election to
the Judiciary Board. Annette was
a member of the IFC board that
planned the recent Religious Convocation.
Modern Brick
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Continued from Page Five
Ford Foundation grant.
Thirdly, we will cooperate with
the Interfraternity Council, the Women 's Student League, and the indj ependent men 's inter-dormitory
council in any type of reevaluation
of social regulations and/or social
reforms.
We are not trying to intiate any
radical changes or promises in running for the offices which we seek.
0>ur basic premise is to begin at
the beginning, that iis, to reorganize
the Student Government into a
body that will attempt to create a
UNITED student front ; that will
attempt, to create more student interest of Colby College arid the
student body as a whole, not for
just a few.
The candidates from this party
are :
Dick Robbat
rae :
L.C.A., History Major
Lexington, Mass.
Freshman and Varsity Football
Ken Palmer
D.K.E., Economies Major
Needham , Mass.
Freshman and Varsity Football
(co-capt.)
R.O.T.O.
Rush Chairman
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TELEVISION CONSOLE
Set may be see in officer at
Roberts Union '.
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Continued from Page Two
lin , Fields, Keaton. 'Loves of Franistan', experimental film shorts during January and most recently "La
Belle at La Bete" and "The Red
Balloon." Future showings will include a triple horror show, John
Ford's "The Informer " and perhaps a special reduced rate showing
(to be announced) in May.
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Continued on Page Six
imum of activities in periods' of less
academic pressure. This would he
well organized during the summer,
and a social calendar would he distributed to each student at the beginning of each semester. 8. To
strengthen the cultural programs of
the school with particular emphasis
placed on the Presidential election
of 1964. Further emphasis would be
placed on trying to obtain well
known lecturers, who would speali
on current issues of interest. 9. Attempt to get more traveling art
shows, which might include various periods of art unseen in Maine.
The nine ideas are basically new
fields that I will attempt to probe
during my year as social chairman.
I will naturally fulfill the regular
duties of my office, while I am
working in these new areas . However, I do not wish to suggest that
these proposals are promises, hut
instead future hopes that I have
suggested only because I am confident that I can effectively carry
out these ideas. These ideas can
only be carried out by your support

on March . 15, and your interest
throughout the year—^
Biographical Sketch :
I am a transfer student from
TVoitfcier College in California. Daring my semester at Colby I debated
against Oxford University on the
subject of Berlin, and I was a cheerleader. During .my first two years
of college I served as Social Chair-"
man of my dormitory, a cheerleader, a member of the rally committee, student body assistant on concerts and lectures, a member of the
co-curricular committee (designed
to coordinate .faculty-student interest), and as a member of the
Sophomore Service Organization ; I
also have studied for one semester
at the University of Copenhagen, on
a foreign exchange/ program from
Whittier.
^

AT ANY TIME
EOR 8 ORDERS.
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students start an association for
Continued from Page One
Unitarian students on campus. The
Phi house Monday night was led problems faced by any new group
by Rev. Freeman Sleeper. : Monsig- in finding a convenient time and
nor Lally was present as a partici- place to meet, and in arousing enpant. The discussion started with ough interest to perpetuate a, group
the question : What is religion ? were discussed. It was mentioned
Reverend Sleeper brought up sev- that there are so many groups and
eral historical points of view to lectures meeting on the campus now
help in ' the defining process. An,at- that it is hard to find time to go
tempt was made to arrive at a gen- to them , 'let alone to try to find
eral definition by starting with the time to fit a new group into a
definitions of several individuals. It schedule.
was decided that a religion is a set
The major ' topic discussed was the
of beliefs which answers the ques- concept of what religious belief
tion : What is the reason for exist- really is. Can a clay sculpture that
ence? Then the group tried to de- a person is making become a relicide if a humanistic philosophy, gious symbol ? Does the fact that
such as is prevalent in the United one puts a great deal of oneself
States today, does answer this ques- into it make his feeling of pride and
tion , i Reverend Sleeper feels that accom plishment religious. It was
this philosophy, which tries to find pretty generally agreed' that it does.
meaning, in the striving for and in It was brought up that the feeling
the attainment of goals which the among the students at the Sesindividual or the . society sets for quicentennial lecture came closer to
him, cannot answer the questions establishing a common religious feelof death and failure. Monsignor Lal- ing among them than chapel servicly agreed that a theis'tic religion is es do. The 'discussion then turned
necessary to answer the religious to Chapel services and what we do
question. Unanimous agreement was or should get out of them. Is it
not reached. This ended the general possible to get something out of
discussion. Individuals spent some going to a church even if you don't
time asking Monsignor Lally about really listen to the sermon or emthe Ronian Catholic point of view in erge feeling insp ired ? What is worvarious -issues.
ship anyway ? It was agreed that
REV. BATEMAN 'S DISCUSSION you can worship without doing it
A discussion with Reverend Pat- within any set rules or ceremonies.
ricia Bateman was held in Mary The lack of communication between
Low Hall Monday night at 7 :30. A the students on campus was then
recent graduate of Colby herself, discussed. K was felt that there
the discussion with Reverend Bate- are many people here who are
man centered mainly around the "mixed up " and are trying to get
place of a religious group on a, cam- s t rai ghtened out inside and that
. pus. Reverend Bateman is a Unit- there is not enough discussion of
arian and she told a little about important matters to really help
the 'beliefs of the Unitarian Church them.
and there followed a discussion of
The discussion was very successthe possibility of having interested ful and lasted until after 11:00. .
CONVOCATION

»I«^.w«»n

!

Mrs. Harrison , after she had comfortably positioned herself on the
floor and lit her first cigarette,
started the hall rolling by stating
that an American religion, distinct
from Christianity and Judaism, was
developing. A member of the group
then gave her opinion that the big
trouble on campus was that there
was too much emphasis on intellect,
no show of emotion , and a feeling
of independence from parents and
God. She went on to say that in
psychology, which stressed God as
being just a Father image, and in
other classes, religion is treated
coldly in order to arouse healthy
doubts. Someone else mentioned
that , it is difficult to take religion
seriously because of Ihe hypocrisy
of our elders, such as in the last
Presidential election. Mrs. Harrison
commented that people say one
thing and live another way, granting that this was a definite problem. She also said that our whole
moral climate is changing, and that
people are confused and looking for
something which they are not finding in the Church. But, Mrs. Harrison stressed that the Church
should not be evaluated on this basis alone and that God could not be
*.M»o«ww) ^o^.11 ^ n «M i»wo ^w.i i — iii wn o*u—a ^m-o *amo^-- --—¦-¦— ¦- « i$i confined to the Church. She mentioned the common attitude "I can
be a good Christian if I meditate on
I
'
^atma e m L .
the golf course instead of in
church. " and said that one may be
a good person in this way, but- definitely not a good Christian.
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MRS HARRISON 'S DISCUSSION
On Monday evening, March 4th,
at 7:30 p.m., Mrs. Harold Harrison
(Mary Ellen Betts , '53) participated
in an informal discussion , in conjunction with the current Religious
Convocation , which was held on the
floor of the .Woodman-Foss living
room. Mrs. Harrison, whose husband is also a minister," did not
come to lecture the group of seventeen girls and one boy who appeared , but rather to answer any
questions that they might have and
to moderate the discussions which
arose.
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Then an argument broke out between three members of the group
about whether attending church,
which one v asserted is a "rotting
institution ", is of any value since
we "aren't living for religion anym ore " because as an organized
group the Church must "compromise with the government." No con-
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At the meeting of the Northern
Student Movement on Sunday, Mr.
Rosenthal explained the purpose
and the need for Legislative document No. 1169, an act relating to
discrimination in Rental Housing.
This bill, presently before the Judiciary Committee, will replace a
section of the statutes which makes
discrimination in any place of public accomodation , resort, or amusement , illegal. The new bill will also
make discrimination in rental housing illegal. A number of instances
of discrimination , gathered by the
1963 Equal Opportunities Committee, were cited by Mr. Rosenthal to
point out the real need for this
piece of legislation.
It was decided that the movement would do its utmost to support the bill. Realizing that , at the
present, the most important thing

51 Main Street
Maine
Waterville
Char ge Accounts

\
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Galee To
Lecture On
Moral Philosophy

Tonight at eight o'clock in Lovejoy 100, Student Government in
cooperation with the Philosophy Department will sponsor a lecture on
the "Three Common Mistakes in
Moral Philosophy ". Tonight's provocative topic will be presented by
a well-known figure in the academic world. ~W. B. Galee comes to the
United States from Queens College
in Belfast, Ireland, and is currently a visiting lecturer in the department of philosophy at New York
University. Among his previous distinguished philosophical oppointments are positions as lecturer at
the University College, of Swansea, .
Wales and as professor of philosophy
at University College of. North Staffordshire. Dr. Galee is the author
of several publications which deal
with topics of current philosophical '
and academic interest. His most recent publications are "A New Univers it y " . (1960) and "Philosophy
and the Historical Understanding"
(1963) .
Y
Accompanying Dr. Galee is . his
wife , a widely known British lecturer and broadcaster on Welsh literature and life , as well as general
cultural topics. Mrs. Galee has also
published several articles, among
which are "Man's Desiring " and
"The Small Mine", available at Miller Library. She will visit Mr.
Wees'. English class tomorrow morning at 9:30 for general discussion.
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Rental Housing
Bill Supported
By N.SML ,

for the act is that it be discharged
from the committee so that it can
be brought before the State I_egislature, we planned to ask all the
Maine citizens of the Colby community to write to their legislators to
indicate their interest in the bill.
If you are a Maine citizen and have
not yet been approached by a
N-S.M. member but would like to
see your state free of discrimination , PLEASE WRITE , WERE OR
CALL YOUR STATE SENATOR
OR LEGISLATOR AT ONCE !
On MaJrch 14, at 9 :30 a.m. hearing on the act will be held before
the Judiciary Committee. 'Several
N.S.M. members are planning to go
to Augusta to 'be present. Any interested students are welcome to
join us.
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clusion was reached, but this thread
was picked up by one girl who asked
if we aren 't living for religion anymore, what are we living for? What
is taking its place ? To this Mrs.
Harrison answered that "religion"
is not limited to the religions of the
world. Everyone has to believe in
something. She said that our religion is what guides our lives and
that our problem is to decide "What
is M¥ Religion ?"
After is was ascertained that a
comparison of the religion of our
grandparents with that of today is
impossible because of the radical
change in social and cultural atmosphere, a quite lengthy discussion arose concerning the merits of
the rationalization and tearing down
of rel igion currently popular among
high school and college students.
Mrs . Harrison said that belief is a
two sided affair. Faith based on no
reason at all is weak : it has to be
based on intellect. Faith- based only
on emotion is weak also ; but reason
can go just so far. Religion is a
continual process of. tearing down
and building up. It happens to ministers, too. The test of faith is to
keep on believing when you feel that
there is nothing left to believe in.
The meeting was brought to a close
with a warning from Mrs. Harrison :
"There is a danger in tearing apart
that we will never get beyoncl intellectualizing. "
. ¦¦ ¦

A distin guished facult y provides individual
guidance. Free , lifetime Placement Service.
New classes: Februar y, Jul y and September.
E For a catalo g, write the Assistant Director.
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Stone &Dyhrberg
Honored At
Hoop Banquet

MU LE KICKS

STONE AND

By Morgan McGinley
The Ford Foundation's announcement of a 1.8 million dollar
grant to Colby is probably the most significant event in the history of
the college. Never before has there been the opportunity to take such
a giant stride forward, and it is probable that when future historians
speak of the college's progress, their emphasis will fall unavoidably
on the Ford grant.
No department will escape the healthy influence of the Foundation's generous boost. And certainly one of the departments most indebted to Colby's good fortune should be the Athletic Department.
Should the drive be successfully completed, and a new gymnasium
built , Colby's athletic facilities would improve 100 per cent, and, it
would seem, her athletic program increase by the same proportion .
The situation under the present facilities is hardly a desirable one.
While the Alfond Arena is more than adequate, and promises to be
so for the immediate visible future, the Wadsworth Fiel&house,
whether considered on a quantitative or qualitative basis, fails to
fulfill more than minimum standards. Indeed, it has n&ver met rigid
standards, for we have always worked under the assumption that
there was no alternative. There was one fieldhouse and it simply had
to suffice. The result was that Colby's athletic program went along
as well as possible under strained conditions and a heavy burden. And
it operated rather well under the imposed conditions.
But now there is the opportunity to equip Colby with a truly fine
facility for sports. Hopefull y, that opportunity will not be overlooked.
We speak not only of the needs of Colby's Athletic Department
for intercollegiate sports, but also of the needs of the school's general
body of students.
Let us first make an evaluation of the present intercollegiate program. During the fall season and part of the winter, the present gymnasium is sufficient. Sufficient, that is, of course, if we ignore the
fact that the present weight room is too small,, the present gym floor
is a removable one, containing many "dead" spots and the present
track virtually useless. These conditions, while hardly ideal , are not
crucial. But when late January rolls around, we can no longer overlook the inadequate and crowded conditions of the Wadsworth building.

At the annual Basketball Breakup Dinner lasb Thursday two juniors were honored for their performances during the '62-63 season.
Ken Stone was the recipient of
the LaFleur Most Valuable Player
Award , the foul shooting award,
and was elected captain for the
1963-64 season. Stone, a 6-4 native
of Portland, scored 496 points over
the 24 game slate, for a 20.7 average j thus bringing his two-year total to 945. It now seems inevitable
that Stoney will smash Ted Shiro's
long-standing career scoring record.
Ken was high scorer in 18 of the
Mules' 24 games, and hit a high of
33 against Springfield. Ken was not
only a scorer, but also led the team
in rebounds, and was a /fine hallhandler when called upon to play
in the backcourt. For his . outstanding eff or t s , the ECAC placed him on
its All Star team in no less than
five consecutive weeks.
The Shiro Most Improved Player
Award was won this year by Larry
Dyhrberg. The 6-2 center from
Westbrook was cited by his teammates for his outstanding hustle
both in games and in practice. Although he gave tip a few inches to
his big men , Larry shone in his
specialty — rebounding. Larry
broke only one record this year he
confesses : that for the most cups
of water consumed in one game —
15 -— set by himself during the
1961-62 season.

Colby Graduate
Appointed As
Frosh . Coach

Mule Stickmen Defeat
Polar Bears 6 - 2

•By Pete Fellows
Bruce Davey and Bill Oates, sophomore wingers, scored twice each
to pace a Mule victory, 6-2, over Bowdoin, on Friday night. Thus the
Mules won three of their last four games arid finished the season with
a 7-14 mark.
The Mules held an edge in play in the first period , but neither
team could score, despite numerous opporttunitieSi After only 1:03
minutes of the middle stanza, with
Bowdoin 's Pillon in the penalty box,
Bill Dates initiated the scoring, assisted by Davey. A mere thirty-four
seconds later, Davey raced in all
alone and beat the Bowdoin goalie,
Brucksch, for the Mules' second
tally. This margin lasted only
slightly more than a minute, as
fired
Bowdoin 's Dev Mamlin
through a screen past Larry S&wler's outstretched glove to make it
2-1.
At 10 :19, Pete Archer tipped in
a Choate rebound to regain the
Mules' two-goal lead. But at 14:58,
•Hamlin scored again. This time,
with the faceoff to the left of Sawler, Tarbell won the face off , drew
the puck to Hamlin , -who slapped it
into the nets past the bewildered
Colby defenses.
The . third period saw the Mules
take complete command of the action. At 1:37, Captain Jack Mechem
fed Gates who skated, in on the left
wing and fired into the upper righthand corner of the cage. Davey tallied his second of the game at 10:51,
again on a breakaway.

The Mules finished the game
with a one-man advantage, arid at
18:04, Herm Hipso n , in his last
appearance in a Colby uniform , stole
the puck and fired into an almost
open net.
Despite some roughness in the
third period , the game was a good
contest. The Mules skated well,
passed well, and shot well , and the
margin was surprising, considering
the habitual hometown toughness,
of the Polar Bears.
Thus Charlie Holt's first season
as head coach of hockey at Colby
ha's ended a success. Despite his
record of 7-14, he has molded a fine
young team. The performances of
the entire squad over the last four
gam es , especially in the upsets of
B.U. and - Northeastern, decry
Holt's building ability. This team
has picked up momentum, which
will undoubtedly carry over to next
year. With the solid nucleus of Mechem , Sveden , Sawler, Gates, -Davey, Choate; and Short , plus the talents of the Freshman frontrunners ,
McLennan, Lax, and Cutler, this
team can go in only one direction.

Cagers End Season By
Beating Maine 87 - 68

• By Morgan McGinley
Colby's varsity basketball team closed the season last Wednesday
evening with, an 87-68 victory over Maine in the Wadsworth Fieldhouse. Making the most of strong rebounding in the first half , the
WATERVILLE, Me., Mar 4 — Mules were able to fast-break their Orono opponents , and after the
Here is the picture on a typical day late in January. There aite A former Colby College sports
it was fairly obvious that Colby-would have little difthree varsity teams sharing a practice schedule with an interfraterni- standout has been given an appoint- mid-way mark ,
ficulty.
ty basketball league. This is, of course, in addition to however many ment as coach o'f the freshman baseMule shooting was crisp. With only four of thirteen shots
individuals there are who might vaguely hope to get in some basket- ball team at the college for this Ken Stone and Ken Feder- The Colby squad finished .the seaball practice or running. No, this is not a very happy picture, but spring.
Edward "Eddie" Burke , teacher- man leading the way, the cagers son with one of its finer efforts for
that is the way it really looks. Nothing hazy about this picture.
coach at Williams High in Oakland, moved to a 21-16" advantage in the the year. As a team , the Mules,
Moreover , the results are even more alarming than the picture. will direct the Baby Mule diamond first ten minutes. Then sophomore shot 49 per cent, from the floor and
While the basketball team has not felt the sting of the dilemma, the nine this season. He will retain his John Stevens stepped to the fore 68 per cent from the foul line.
ar.d moved Colby toward, tho fifteen
TO THE FUTURE
baseball and track teams certainl y have. It is a well-known fact that position on tho Oakland school fac- point bulge they enjoyed ' at the The happy event which Coach Lee
when the spring thaw comes, Coombs and Seaverns Field, the season- ulty.
He assumes tho job held by Jack half. With Stone and Don Oberg Williams faces is tho return of not
al homes of our diamond and cindermen, become bodies of water Kolloy last season. Kelley is now on setting him up, the lanky Stevens just some of this year 's squad , but
rivaling Johnson Pond 1 in depth.
tho coaching staff at Boston Uni- hit four soft one-hand push shots all of it. In effect , Williams will
from the left side. After that, Maine have a truly veteran unit. Add to
Coach John Winkin has, by this time, become innured to the incle- versity.
looked
like a very ordinary ball
ment weather and his forced enclosure in the Fieldhouse. By combin- At Colby, Burke won varsity let- team and Colby, a very good one. this the talents of' the freshmen,
,
especially Ken Astor, Pete Swartz
ation of a brilliant baseball mind and an early start inside, he is usu- ters in football , basketball and baseThe second hal f was really an in- and Ed Phillips, and next year
ball. An outstanding first baseman
ally able to overcome the best that Maine can offer in opposition. he played all three years was All-, significant one., The Mules did add should be another interesting and
,
But it is sad that he can't get more time to work inside. He probably Maine two years , and captained the five points to their margin, but this hopefully more successful one. P.S.
to see Ken Stone playing in
never realisticall y hopes to get a good deal of outdoor practice, but team his senior yoar in 1960i All could have been an even bigger Expect
- backcourt more often.
the'
he should at least have .the opportunity to get his fill of work indoors. threo years the Colby team won tho rout. Leo Williams used all his playstate championship.
ers , and it was obvious that tho '
,
r—
If he could , he'd compile even greater records.
Co n t ribu t ions in t ho memory
Blue and Gray did not havo to exTurning to track , however, the issue becomes a more pressing one.
of Mrs . Maxwell may bp. made to
ert itself.
"" Each yoar Phi Sigma lota , tho
No coach , be he U.S. Olympic or otherwise, can turn out good teams National
t he Zeta Psi Housemothers
tiomano Honor Societ y,
Probably the most interesting
when : (l.)he has no outdoor practice possible unti l May; and (2. ) gives ono under gradu ate scholar - part, of tho evening came when Bob Fund.
+m9'm**' mW^ ^ ^ *m, ^< l *^
m+mW<m9>^*m
*
*' m- *m^,^*m<^
has a virtually ineff ectual indoor set-up. And the Colby track records shi p. Tho scholarshi p, based on Byrne , the Mulos' sophomore for- |W~mm*m
' _w _w >r _r »- r _r _» «r _r i *- _>i iw iip m rr r_ r<r y iij>
aoa domlo recor d, Is given to a ward, got his 200th point of the
Continued on Page Ton
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student , In a coll ogo havin g a season. It oamo on a sweeping hook J
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Flowolllng *G4 , a French major ,
Is tho recipient of tho award for
1902-83.
When this award was first estab lished In 1960, a Colby studont (Jooolyn Lary) was tho
winner. Phi Sigma Iota also
awar ds two largo grants for
graduate stud y. In tho past ton
years two Colby women , A lloo
Colby in i6ff3 and Mrs, Blandlno McLau ghli n In 1900, havo
receive d thoso scholarships.

ebullient 'Byrne reacted immediately
with a leaping gesture of pleasure.
He might well have, for ho had on
earlier basltot taken away from him
because of a fouling violation .
Ken Stone, his usual self , shot
with groat accuracy, \ and 'finished
tho evening with SO tallies. Teammate Ken Fodorrrian contributed 20
points on the strength of nine field

goals and two foul shots. Fodorman
was particularly effective from the
comer with his jump shot, missing

CAMPUS MOVIE SCHEDULE

March 0, "Al l tho Kin g 's Mon "
March 17, "Tho. Silent World "

March 23, 24, to bo announce d
Ap ril 12, 13, "Tho Etidlo Duotiln ,
Story "
April 21, "The Prisoner "
A pril 27, "The Throo Worlds of
Gulliver "
May 4 , 5, to bo announced
May 10, to bo announced
I May 17, " Hand In Hand"
\ I
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'Y^ qjlj -jY; ' celebrates YYY;
:.'>y(^ntihyiepl':.£rpBi ';iPage.' One - ;.
ivas Y^rej^rfedYyfliafe'-:;' Colby Ymusfi
"moye or , die'"j- .-'tlie college, against
overwhelming obstacles; re-located
itself qn-its presenticampus," on' Mayflower ; Hill y Y Deany Marrraer. Ysuggests ihat' .we '.'.learaYfrpinY'duf ^history of change;and;progress..Y'Cris1
is demanding changes 'will arise 'in
,
the next' one half century. ". People
trill oppose" them ? Y-r buT'croalj ers
¦
have never prevailed here. " y ' A
The - secondylesson to be learned
from Colby'sT'history and applied to
its future is that "despite the need
for the . willingness .to face-change,
some " things must remain stable. "
Colby lias often been tempted to
broaden - the scope of its program
but has always returned to a college of .liberal arts Colby yhas. al^
ways stood for the rights
of the; student body to ybe .heard. The college
is the . Alma Mater of Elijah Lovejoy, -a man who gave his life defending freedom of . expression, and
Colb'y must be "theT lastCollege, in
the country to .stifle v the press. "
flowever , Marriner. warns, '. '"the students must not run the college arid
sliould~ never mistake where the final authority on policy matters lies."
"The happiest arid most successful periods exist when students^ faculty, trustees, -and alumni are partners in making Golby a place where
young and old learn to live and live
to learn . . . . Colby must teach jnot
.subjects, but young, men arid women." The individual/ not the mass,
is the aim of Colby instruction arid
mutual , respect and understanding
lias always existed , between students
. v_ •
and professors . ~~ ^
In conclusion , " . Marriner . stated
(hat Colby should, remain , true- to
its basic religious heritage. "Baptists have never prescribed to a
rreed . • '•:-,- the basic belief, in reli-
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"
two other assignments in the Commercial Office Tfirst suJ ohn lDaly, Jr..; is Assistant Sales Manager in New Jersey '
' : Bell's Moriistown Commercial- OfficeY He supervises 10
pervising 5,and later, supervising 36 employees. And then
came his latest promotion !
salesmen who keep Morristown businessmen informed on
John Daly and other young men like him in Bell Telenew advances in business communications.
'
¦
;.
Companies throughout the country h elp bring the
'
hone
p
Y2:, . J ohn Daly has been with New Jersey Bell Telephone
finest communications service in the world to the homes
Y Company, only a year. During that time, he earned a manand businesses of a growing America.
agement level promotion by proving what he could do on
'
'
¦
¦
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American & Syrian Feed
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Keeney argued using -Colby as an riutriefate.the advantages of a . Ii'berr
Student ,ppinioiis-,i-tverp offere
example, that, although there ; may "praL-artS;..cqllege again ..using, Colby the effect that more planning si
be unsatisfied needs, generosity and as..; an .example. . "Liberal arts col- be done before January by. thi
devotion plaeeYitYin a good posi- leges in; universities don 't, have free- dividual student so that the ei
tion, "A:private' institution can ex- dom because of -.tbe demands ofyfclie month could be spent on one's
tend ^itself and take . chances"4n a -professional, school." CoVby , which cific research"with all preliirii
way that public institutions cannot. is free from distractions can con- and exploratory work done be
Therefore, although ±hey may - b e centrate on. liberal studies.' We have hand. '
overextended -financially, they pro- a 'coherence and a meaning not
Conflicting opinions- were
gress and set the pattern for educa- found in a university. We can expressed
about the general at:
tion in the: rest of Y the United periment, select, arid investigate.
'
"
phere
on
Campus while some
'
"Colleges get opportunities from"
States." :. '
that
half
the student body wo
their perils and dangers. Any instiFurthermore,) in answer to an- tution that -can grow by itself like as little as possible and even
other argument, the graduates of a Colby, can move mountain's."
only in the last two weeks, ot
good liberal arts ,college distinguish
felt that there should be more
President Strider concluded the tracurricular activities planned
themselves and the ybest requisite
for graduate school is a liberal assembly with a few brief comments, the month.
arts education. This can be accom- stating that "history is a dynamic process in which institutions and
plished well in a small college.
Suggestions for changes in
men
leave
their
mark.
"Colby's
men
half
million
structure of the Program inclui
"There will be one .
"have maintained
more students enrolling in college in and institutions
orientation
meetings for the ft
goals and ideals . .. It has achieved
the, next two years. The danger is
men to familiarize them with
not of the colleges but the lack of a stature that demands national
; We have built on the purposes and organization - of
respect
.
.
space for --the student.!.'. Colleges,
like Colby, whose programs justify past and the next 150 will build on plan ; alternative seminars in i
support will" get money. Although us."
department to replace indepem
it is difficul t to get an outstanding
study for those who are unwillin
faculty, money is not the only conunable to engage in indepem
siderationr - Professors desire the
study ; increased emphasis ori
PANEL DISCUS S ION .
freedo'ni to teach, report [ and investiidea oi independent learning ra
Continued From Page Three
gate. According to Dr. Keeney, it
is not"necessary to have a graduate pressed the opinion of four weeks than* present preoccupation— '
school. "More can be accomplished of- work and evaluated in terms of producing results acceptable t
by advanced training. " It is the progress made in understanding and professor ; and the opportunitj
duty of a thoughtful faculty to
defining the topic rather than in continue research started du
create, with the administration, intellectual stimulus similar_ to, the terms of the production of a finely January of special topics course*
fered in each department.
University. Keeney went on to en- polished paper. ,

THE B
ill"TtliPHOflE COMPANrES
SALUTEs JOHN DALY;JR.
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Home Style Cooking
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giousi freedpni is atVthe hear^.of• the
} erit
''
y
^e rp i; i^e^college, .; :._] ¦. Bf]i^
gious
practices ,.ori ;the T .cariipus, must
be,\_fre'eYThe college •rnustisho^
^
active leadership that religion ms a
way of, life and it is not unscholarly
ttf ; accept a greater force-in the universe;;' ' ;Y"~";; ~A~ ' '7 ' "77'- A:- '^- Y Y Y. -Y
J The second ;of .;the major " addresser "wasY presented by Dr. Baxnaby
Keeney, President of Brown University."" ."D r.Y :Keeney's yspeech began
with an answer tO; "the- statement
that privately supported liberal arts
colleges are in danger and will eventually be wiped out by public
higher education. "Tlero has been
a reiterated statement , that the liberal arts college can't survive, but
they survive, flourish, become
stronger and stronger and.more and
more importantY It has been argued
that first pf all- liberal arts pblleges
are ' doomed because of the> increasing ' tendency of students to go on
to graduate schopl. College will become a mere prep school for graduate school. A second argument has
Ijj een that it will be impossible to
raise enough money * to compete
with public institutions and that because of a current shortage of qualified faculty!) the colleges are at a
disadvantage since universities and
public institutions can offer better
research " equipment and ~ salaries.
Colleges must become universities
to satisfy students and faculty.

: ' ' ' •;';¦•¦ • *," ¦;• _' / " •", ' . " " . : ' ¦;, ¦ A;:. '. ' '
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M U L E KICKS
Continued from Page Eight
over the years "" certainly substantiate our argument. The pity of the
matter is that a school of Colby's
name and size sh ould hav e such a
poor track history, for track should
be a major and successful sport. But
alas, th e tr ack t eam is a victim of
circumstances. No great track team
ever emerged without the taste of
cinders in its face. And similarly,
no good track team evolved -without
a place to practice properly. The solu ti on to the p robl em obviou sly li es
in the construction of a good indoor
track . We certainly can't change
"ye historic olde Maine winter" so
that the track hopefuls can be running outdoors , but plausibly, we
may have that much heeded indoor
track in the reasonably near future.

for weight work, as well as more
time and space for interfrat ernity
and pleasure basketball and track.
And should our hopes be reali zed,
the new Oolby Athletic Department
will boast a swimming pool. Certainly, on a practical plane, a swimming
pool would provide the greatest opportunity for recreation by the
greatest number of students . And it
would giv e stud ents who couldn 't
swim the opportunity, to learn under a well-directed p ro g ram such as
many of these students could not

\
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Today let us examine that much, maligned , widely misunderstood, grossly overworked, wholly dedicated campus figure —
¦ _ " . . - •• ' ,
the dean.
The dean (from the Latin Deanere—to expel) is not, as many
' think, primarily a disciplinary officer. He is a counselor and
guide, a haven and refuge for the troubled student. The dean
(from the Greek Deanos —to skewer) is characterized chiefly by
sympathy, wisdom, patience, forbearance, and a fondness for
homely pleasures like community singing, farina, spelldowns,
and Marlboro Cigarettes. The dean (from the German Deangemacht—io poop a party) is fond of Marlboros for the same.'
reason that all men of good will are fond of Marlboros—because
Marlboro is aii honest cigarette. Those good Marlboro tobaccos
are honestly good , honestly aged to the peak of perfection , honestly blended for the best of all possible flavors. Marlboro
honestly comes in two different containers—a soft pack which"
' is honestly soft and a Flip-Top box which honestly flips. You
too will flip when next you try an. honest,Marlboro , which, one
honestly hopes, will be sdon. .
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PHYSICIST
Continued' from Page One
(1959-62). In addition he was a X
summer research associate at the J "Woods Hole's Oceanographio Insti- ?j>
tute and the Air Force Cambridge %
^Research Laboratory.
*»•
Sponsored by Albert Einstein to %
give the first public lecture oh the
Bikini Radiological Tests of March, f
1954, Dr. Steinberg spoke on the ???
subject before the American Physi- Y
cal Society in April of 1955.
A member of the American .Phy s-

were sufficient , and there seems to
be no reason why it should, not be,

Italian Sandwiches and Pizzas >
At the Rotary
]
Call Ahead and Have Your \
Order Waiting
j

leal Society and the Society for So- and plasma phy sics ". His current
cial Responsibility in Science," Dr. proj ects are acou sticall y identif ying
Steinberg's fields of research i in- marine animals and authoring a
clude the theory of metals, acoustics ' sophomore physics text.
*

ordinarily participate in , either here
or at~ - home. Then too, if int erest

The advent of a new fieldhouse
will reap large rewards for the general student body as well. It will
mean more spacious surroundings

TONY'S
FABULOUS

sport. .
"Well, we've said a good deal about
what "is" and what "could be."
Let's hope certainly that some, if
not ,all of our hopes materialise.
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But I digress. -We were learning how a dean helps poor ,
troubled undergraduates. To illustrate, let us take a typical
case from the files of Dean S . . .. . . of the University of Y
(Oh , why be so mysterious? The dean's name;is Sigafoos and
-the University is Yutah.)
•
-., ' ' \
Wise, kindly Dean Sigafoos was visited one day by a freshman named Walter Aguincourfc who came to ask permission to
marry one Emma Blenheim, bis dormitory laundress. To tbe
dean the marriage seemed ill-advised , for "Walter was only 18
years old and Emma was 91. Walter agreed, with the dean, but
said he felt obligated- to go through with it because Emma had
invested her life savings in a transparent rainhobd to protect
her from tho mist at Niagara Falls , where they planned to spend
their honeymoo'ii. If Walter called off the wedding, what use
would the poor woman possibly have for a rainhood'in Yutah?
The wise, kindly dean pondered briefly . and came up with a
brilliant answer: let Walter punch,holes iii tho back of Emma's
steam iron. With steam billowing back at the old lady, she
would find a rainhood very useful—possibly even essential.
Whimpering with gratitude, Walter ; kissed'•' tyie dean's Phi
" Kappa ^
Beta
key and hastened
to follow^
his advice—and
^
^ away^
^
tlie results, I am pleased to report , were madly' successful I
j
Today Emma is a happy, woman—singing lustily, '1 wearing
her rainhood , eating soft-center chocolates, and ironing clothes
— twice as happy, .tO'be candid, than if she had .married Walter
'And vyhat of (Walter? He is happy too.-j-Freed from his unwanted. liaison with Emma^he married a girl much hearer his
own agW—Agnes Yucoa^ i 72. Whiter is now tho proud father—
ateyfather, to be perfectly ' accurate—of three j finbYhealthy
boys from Agncs's. first marriage—Everett , 38j WHhelm, 43;
and Irving, 55—and when Walter puts tho boys on. a lead and
takes them for a stroll , in tlie park on Sunday afternoon, you
may bo Sure there is not a dry.eye in Yutah.
'
|
Y
Arid Dean Sigafoos? Ho too is happy—hippyjto spend long,
tiring hours in his little office , giving counsel without stint and
with out complaint , doing his bit to sot the young, Uncertain
feet of his chargos on tho path to a brighteiUomdrrQW.^^^ ^ ^' : Y
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We don t say Marlboro ia the dwn of ,f tttctcigarettes, but
W'rc sure Wo at the head ot the class. Get name soon—
wherever etgarotiea a.ro told in oil Mtu ata tee oZ 'ttii Uniori.
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